
Paygilant for Challenger Banks
The emergence of challenger banks has clearly disrupted  the financial sector.  Riding the wave of technology 

challenger banks are biting into traditional banks customer-base with new and unique banking services that have 

reinvented the customer experiences. 

In order to be competitive, challenger banks must do everything possible to transform their customer experience 

and gain trust which traditional banks have built for centuries. Yet, they also need to prevent fraud and be 

compliant. The question is how can challenger banks protect their great customer experience from the negative 

impact of fraud? Challenger banks often fall into the dilemma of either increasing customer friction, by driving up 

false declines, or decreasing customer trust through fraud occurrences like data breaches or account takeovers.

In addition, one of the main challenges of challenger banks is to ensure a secure and frictionless onboarding. Many 

of the onboarding processes utilized by challenger banks are relatively hands-off, relying heavily on technology 

rather than personnel. As a result, challenger banks can inadvertently onboard fraudsters without notice. Since this 

is a one-off process, an approved fraudster becomes a legit customer. 

Paygilant is the first vendor to pioneer a 

true frictionless, layered mobile fraud 

prevention solution, designed for 

challenger banks .

What makes Paygilant unique is that it 

runs in the background of the banks' app to 

trigger a "safe/risky" alert. Utilizing 

machine learning algorithms, Paygilant 

seamlessly authenticates customers to 

ensure that transactions are approved only 

for legitimate users



Paygilant office: 10 Ben Gurion St, Ramat Gan, Israel
E-mail: info@paygilant.com  |  Phone: +972-3-5221879 paygilant.com

What Makes Paygilant Unique
Paygilant functions as a hub for mobile payment 

providers, seeking for a fraud prevention & user 

authentication in a single SDK integration.

Its secret sauce includes six intelligence sets – device 

DNA, User Space, Activity Map, Bio Markers, App 

Insights, Transaction View – which distinguish between 

legitimate customers and fraudsters.

Without impacting and imposing on the user, Paygilant 

runs in the background to trigger a high risk alert when 

fraud is identified and a low one when the customer is 

successfully identified. Utilizing its machine learning 

algorithms,

Paygilant provides ongoing and continuous data analysis 

to ensure that transactions are approved only for 

legitimate users.
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How Does The Paygilant Solution Work with Challenger Banks 

Paygilant operates in the background of the app and transparently validates the customer’s 
identity

Paygilant analyzes the data in real-time by using its ML algorithms, to determine a trust score:
 A “Safe” score means a trusted user is authenticated
 A “Risky” score, flags a fraudulent behavior

The process is completely seamless and transparent to the user to deliver a true frictionless 
experience and checkout completion

This process is continuous, throughout the entire user’s journey from app. launch to checkout
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